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In this paper all graphs will be finite, undirected, and without loops or 
multiple edges. We continue the investigation initiated in [l] and obtain 
new results concerning point determining graphs and some applications 
of these results to the theory of l-factors. 
Our notation and terminology will conform to that in [I]; in particular, 
we will consider a graph G to consist of a set of points (which we also 
denote by G) together with an adjacency relation I, i.e., LI i b if and 
only if a and b are adjacent points of G. If a and b are not adjacent, 
we will write a J b. If A C G, A’ = {x / x 1 a for all a E A}; however, 
instead of {xl’ we write just XI. If a 1 b, we denote the edge with end- 
points a and b as ub. A graph G is point determining if and only if for every 
two points a, b E G with a # b we have ui :+ b-l, i.e., 0 and b have 
distinct neighborhoods. If G is any graph, then the point determining 
graph obtained from G by identifying a with b whenever ui == bL is called 
thepoinr determinant of G and will be denoted by n(G). When no confusion 
is possible, we will not distinguish between a subset of the points A _C G 
and the subgraph that it induces. We will denote the cardinality of a set A 
bylA/. 
For completeness we include the following results (Lemmas 1-3) whose 
proofs may be found in [I]: 
LEMMA I. Let G be a point determining graph and {a, b,, c, d, e> C G: 
(a) Zf ul = bl - (c) with a f b and dL = cL - {e) with d f c, then 
b = e. 
(b) If& = b’ - {c} with a # b and di = eel - {a) with d # e, then 
d = L’. 
If G is a point determining graph, we let Go = {x E G j G - {xl is also 
point determining}. For the trivial graph G consisting of a single point, 
we will adopt the convention that G = Go. 
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LEMMA 2. Let G be a point determining graph and let a, b, and c be 
distinct points of G with a-L = b ‘- -- /c): 
(a) rfa $ Go, then there exists d E G - {a, c> with cl = di - (a}. 
(b) lf b 4 Go, then there exists d E G - {b, cl with di = cA _ (b). 
LEMMA 3. Let G be point determining. Then: 
(a) Go # 0 and if G has no isolatedpoint, then 1 Go / > 2. 
(b) If G is connected and Go == (x, y}, then x and y are adjacent. 
(c) (GO)’ = 0. 
(d) !f Go has no isolated point, then every point of G is adjacent to some 
point in Go. 
LEMMA 4. If G is a non-trivial, connected, point determining graph and 
Go is also connected, then every cutpoint of G is an element of Go. 
Proof. First note that, by Lemma 3(a), Go does not consist of a single 
point. Suppose that a $ Go and a is a cutpoint of G. Since Go is connected, 
there exists a component A of G - {a} such that Go C A. Let B be any 
other component of G - {a} and b E B. Then b is not adjacent to any 
element of Go contrary to Lemma 3(d). 1 
DEFINITION. Let G be a graph. Then {p, q} is a P-pair in G if and only 
if p and q are distinct points of G with p’ = ql. 
Remark. It is worth noting that, if G is a point determining graph and 
{p, q} is a n-pair in G - {a>, then pl = q1 - (a} or q1 = pl - (a> and 
in the first instance q 1 a while in the second, p 1 a. 
LEMMA 5. Zf G is a point determining graph and a 4 Go, then any two 
distinct n-pairs in G - {a} are disjoint. 
Proof. Suppose that {p, q} and (p, s> are distinct r-pairs in G - (a}. 
Then p, q, and s all have the same neighborhoods in G - {a} and hence 
some two have the same neighborhood in G but this is impossible. 1 
DEFINITION. Let G be a point determining graph with a $ Go and let 
S, = {(pl , ql),..., (p, , qr)} denote the r-pairs of G - {a} ordered in such 
a way that for each i = 1, 2,..., r: 
(a) if exactly one of pi and qi is in Go, it must be qi , and 
(b) if both of pi and q1 are in Go (or if neither is in GO), then pi must be 
the member of the r-pair that is adjacent to a. 
Let WJ = G - ia, p1 , pz ,..., P,>. 
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LEMMA 6. Let G be a point determining graph with p, a, and q distinct 
points in G - GO and pl = q1 - (a>. Then G(S,) - {p} is not point 
determining. 
Proc$ Since {p, q} is a n-pair in G - {a} with q 1 a, it follows that 
q q! G(S,). From Lemma 2 we obtain: 
(a) Since p +! Go, there exists s E G - (p, a] with ai = sL - {p]. 
Suppose s $ G(S,). Then s belongs to some r-pair {s, d} in G - {a}. So, 
since s J a, it follows that s’- = d-L - {a} and hence from Lemma I(b), 
s = p contrary to the choice of s. Thus s E G(S,.). Moreover, 
SE G(S,) - {p:. 
(b) Since q $ Go, there exists t E G - {q, a} such that tL = al - {q}. 
Suppose that t 4 G(S,). Then t is an element of some p-pair (t, k} in 
G - (a). Since t L a, we have P = kl - {a} and so, by Lemma I(a), 
k = q. Thus {t, q} is a n-pair in G - (a} neither of whose elements is in 
G(S,). But this is impossible since G(S,) is obtained by deleting from 
G -- (a)- exactly one element of each r-pair in G - {a}. Hence t E G(S,). 
From s % a it follows that s L t, and so, since s I p, we have t # p and 
thus t E G(S,) - {p}. Also, q L t and q 1 s (since q E a”) so that s # 6. 
However, t’ = ui - {q} = So - (p, q} and so s and t are distinct points 
with the same neighborhood in G(S,) - {p}. u 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a point determining graph with a $ Go. Then: 
(a) GGJ C=J 4G - (a}). 
(b) G(SJO C Go. 
Proojl Statement (a) follows directly from the definitions of rr(G - (a]) 
and G(S,) and Lemma 5. 
For the proof of (b) we first note that, from (a), G(S,) is point deter- 
mining so that it makes sense to discuss G(S,JO. Let r E G(S,J with r 4 Go. 
We will show that r $ G(S,)O. There exist distinct points e,fE G - {r} with 
e'=f' - {r>. Let d be the restriction of 1 to G(S,) and define for each 
x E G - (a). 
.~ = 
f 
X, if x belongs to G(S,), 
y, if {x, y) is a n-pair in G - (a} and y E G(&). 
(Note that Z is well defined by Lemma 5.) 
Thus, if a $ {e, f}, then ZA = fA - (r} must hold in G(S,) and hence 
r # WQ”. 
Suppose that a E {e,f}. If a = f, then el = al - {r) and so, by 
Lemma 2(b), there exists p E G - {a, r} with pl = ri - (,a}. But then 
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(p, Y> is a r-pair in G - {a] with I’ $ Go and Y i. Q, which is contrary to 
Y E G(S,). Thus a F f. 
Finally, if a = e, then a’ .f .;r} and so, since a $ Go, it follows 
from Lemma 2(a) that there exists q E G ~_ {a, Y] with ri :~= qi --- {a) and 
so {r, q] is a n-pair in G - {a); and thus, since r E G(S,), q 4 G(S,). Also, 
since Y $ Go, it follows from the manner in which the z--pairs were ordered 
that q $ Go. Hence, by Lemma 6, G(S,) - {rj is not point determining and 
thus r $ G(S,)O. Thus in any event we have r # G(S,)O and so it follows that 
G(S,)O C Go. 1 
LEMMA 7. If G is a point determining graph with a 6 Go such that 
G - {a} contains more than one n-pair, then all the elements of the r-pairs 
of G - {a} are in Go. 
Proof. Suppose that {p, q} is a n-pair in G - (a} such that one of its 
elements is not in Go and let {r, s} be a n-pair different from {p, q}. 
Without loss of generality, assume thatp’ = q’ - {a} and ri == sL - {a}. 
Suppose p $ Go. Then by Lemma 2(a) there exists f E G - {a, p> such that 
a’ = f’ - {p}. Thus it follows from Lemma l(b) that r = p. If q $ Go, 
then from Lemma 2(b) there exists e E G - {a, q} such that e’ -= a’ -- {q} 
and so, by Lemma l(a), q =- s. Hence, in any event, it follows that 
{p, q] n {r, s> # (*3, contrary to Lemma 5. i 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 7 we have 
LEMMA 8. If G is a point determining graph and Go has no two disjoint 
n-pairs, then, for every a $ Go, G - (a} has a unique r-pair. 
THEOREM 2. Zf G is a point determining graph with Go complete, then, 
for a $ Go, / G(S,)I = ) G 1 - 2 and G(&J” = Go. 
By a simple induction argument we obtain 
COROLLARY 1. If G is point determining and Go is complete, then 
1 G 1 = / Go 1 (mod 2). 
We will now consider some applications of these results to the theory of 
l-factors. 
THEOREM 3. If G is a point determining graph with Go complete of even 
order, then G has a l-factor. 
Proof. Clearly, if G = Go, then G has a l-factor. Suppose G # Go 
and that the theorem holds for graphs of order smaller than G. Let a 4 Go. 
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Then G(S,)O = Go by Theorem 2 so that, since j G(S,)] < 1 G /, G(S,) has 
a l-factor. Let (p, q} be the unique n-pair in G - (a} and assume that 
q _L a. Then G(S,) is (at least) isomorphic to G - {a, q). Thus, the l-factor 
of G - {a, q} together with the edge qa is a l-factor of G. 1 
THEOREM 4. If G is a point determining graph with Go a non-trivial, 
complete graph of odd order minus one edge (i.e., Go = K:!,+l - (e} ,for 
some edge e and n > 0), then G has a I-factor. 
Proof. The theorem is easily checked for graphs of low order. Suppose 
that G is a point determining graph with Go = &,+r - (e} for some 
edge e and n > 0 and that the theorem holds for all graphs of order less 
than / G (. Go is not point determining, so G i Go. Let a $ Go and e = xq’. 
Since Go does not contain two disjoint T-pairs, G - {a} contains a unique 
r-pair. We consider two cases: 
(a) Go g G(&). In this case the n-pair of G - {a} must consist of 
two elements of Go and hence {x, y> must be the r-pair. We assume 
without loss of generality that y 1 a so that G(&) = G - {y, a>. Then, 
since G(SJ” C Go, we have G&Jo C Go - { y} which is complete, so that, 
since no element of G(S,) is adjacent to every point of G(S,); we have 
G(S,)O = Go - {u} and hence G(&J” is complete of even order. Therefore, 
by Theorem 3, G(S,) has a l-factor that together with the edge ya is a 
l-factor for G. 
(b) G” i- G(S,). If Go = G(S,)O, then by our initial assumption G(S,) 
has a l-factor and therefore so does G. Hence we may assume that 
G(S,,)O 6 Go. Then certainly G&Jo must contain all of Go -- {x, y) since 
any other point of Go is adjacent to the rest of Go and no point in G(S,) 
is adjacent to all of G(S,)O. 
Moreover, if G(S,)O = Go - {x, y}, then x is a point of G(S,) adjacent 
to all of G&J” but this is impossible. Thus G(S,)O is one of Go - (x> or 
Go - {jj:, and, in either event, G(S,)O is complete of even order so that, 
by Theorem 3, G(S,) has a l-factor and hence so does G. 1 
THEOREM 5. If G is a point determining graph and Go = K,:1,3 , then G 
has a I -factor. 
Proqf. The theorem holds if I G 1 < 6. Suppose G is a Ipoint deter- 
mining graph with Go = K1,3 and such that the theorem holds for all 
graphs of smaller order. Let Go = {x, y, w, z} with zl = {x, y, w}. Go is 
not point determining, so there exists a 4 Go. Since Go does not contain 
two disjoint T-pairs, G -- (a} contains a unique n-pair. Since 2: is adjacent 
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to every other element of GO, it follows that, if z is an element of any T-pair 
in G - {a}, then the other element is not in Go. Hence z E G(S,). Also 
since G(S,)O C Go and no element of G(S,) is adjacent to all of G(S,)O, we 
must have z E G(S,)O. 
If G(,S,JO = Go, then by the inductive assumption G(S,) has a l-factor. 
Therefore if (r, s} is the unique n-pair in G - {a} with I i a, then G(S,) 
is (at least) isomorphic to G - {r, a] and so the l-factor of G - ir, a) 
together with the edge ra constitutes a l-factor for G. Since Go is connected, 
it follows from Lemma 4 that a is not a cutpoint for G and hence G - (a) 
is connected. However, it is evident that no element in any n-pair of a 
connected graph can be a cutpoint. Thus, it must be that G(S,) is con- 
nected. Hence, from Lemma 3(a), / G(S,)O ! 3 2. Thus, if G(S,)O #: Go, 
then since z E G(S,)O, G(S,)O is either & or the graph K3 minus one edge. 
So it follows that G(S,) has a l-factor by one of Theorems 3 and 4. Thus, 
G has a l-factor and the theorem follows by induction. 1 
Suppose that G is a connected point determining graph. It has already 
been observed in Lemma 3(b) that the graph consisting of two non- 
adjacent vertices cannot be Go. The next theorem, a generalization of 
Lemma 3(b), shows the existence of an infinite family of such graphs. 
This raises the following question: “Which graphs can be Go for some 
connected, point determining graph G ?” 
THEOREM 6. If G is a connected, point determining graph, then Go cannot 
consist of a complete graph together with an isolated point. 
Proof. Suppose the theorem is false and let G be a smallest connected, 
point determining graph with Go consisting of some K, and an isolated 
point z. It is easy to check that G must have order at least five. From 
Lemma 3(b), we see that n ;> 1. Since Go is not connected, G # Go and 
so there exists a $ Go. Go contains no r-pairs so Go C G(S,). 
Suppose for some a # Go that G(S,) is connected. Then, since G(S,)O C Go 
and G(S,)O cannot consist of a complete graph and an isolated point by 
the minimality of G, it follows that z $ G(S,JO. Also by Lemma 3(a), 
I G&Jo I 3 2. But then G(&)O is a complete, non-trivial graph and hence 
has no isolated point. However, z is not adjacent to any point of G(S,)O 
contrary to Lemma 3(d). 
Suppose, on the other hand, that, for every a $ Go, G(S,) is not 
connected. If G(S,) has no isolated points, then for any two components 
A and B of G(S,), A0 C G(S,)O and Bo C G(S,)O. Hence, since / A0 / 3 2 
and ( B” I >, 2, each of A and B must contain a point of Go - {z}, but 
this is a contradiction since Go - {z} is complete. Thus, G(S,) contains 
an isolated point and so this point must belong to G(S,J” and, hence, to Go. 
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However, since Go C: G(&), this isolated point must be z. Thus z is an 
endpoint adjacent to a. But this implies that there is a unique a $6 Go. 
Thus G = Go u {a} and so G - {a} = Go which is point determining 
contrary to a $ Go. 1 
THEOREM 7. If G is a point determining graph with Go = K2 w K2 
(i.e., Go consists of two disjoint copies of K,), then G has a 1:factor. 
Prooj: The theorem is easily checked for graphs of order at most six. 
Suppose that G is a graph satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem and 
such that the theorem holds for all graphs of smaller order. Note that 
we may as well assume that G is connected, for if it is not we may show the 
existence of a l-factor in G by applying Theorem 3 to each of the (two) 
components of G. Since Go is not connected, there exists a # Go. But Go is 
point determining and so G - {a) has a unique r-pair and Go _C G(&). 
If G(S,) is connected, then from the previous theorem we see that either 
G(,S’JO = Go or G(S,J” = K, . In either case it follows tha-t G(&) must 
have a l-factor and hence that G has a l-factor. 
If G(S,) is not connected, then either G(S,) has two non-trivial com- 
ponents A and B with A0 and Bo both K, and hence each of A and B has 
a I-factor by Theorem 3, or G(S,) contains an isolated point. z and hence 
z E G(S,)O C Go. But no point of Go is isolated. Thus it follows that G(S,) 
has a l-factor and thus that G has a I-factor. 1 
It would be interesting to determine other graphs H such that, if G is 
point determining and Go = H, then G has a l-factor. Can such graphs 
be characterized or can a reasonably large class of such graphs be 
determined ? 
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